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FOCUS ON INTEREST RATES

THE VOLUME OF FARM DEBT CONTINTJES T0 EXPAND. As such, the cost of noney is a na-
jor concern. In 1975, short-term rates on agricultural loans were fairly stable at
conme"cial banks, and there was a general decline in these rates at Production
Credit Associations. By the end of 1975, bank and PCA rates were in the same range.
Long-term rates on farm mortgages remained high by historical standards, moving

generally to 9 percent or above during 1975.

Interest rates on agricultural loans show much less fluctuation than rnoney

market rates, such as those on Treasury Bills or federal funds (reserves held by

conunercial banks which are bought and sold daily), Increasingly, farn loan rates
tend to follow rrcney market rates.

The major factors influencing the noney narket include: (1) Irlassive borrou-
ing requirements of the Treasurv. Net government borrowings were $85 billion in
1975, with projections of $87 billion for 1976. A substantial reduction in pri-
vate and business borrowings in 1975 offset the large goverrutrent borrowings, re-
ducing the total denand on the money narket for funds. (2) Speed of recovery from

the recession. Business and industrial loan demands were down rather sharply in
1975. As inventories were depleted, capital expansion was curtailed and consumers

borrowed less and bought less. The actual rate of inflation dropped, as did that of
expected inflation. As the econony picks up stearn, the demand for credit from both
business and consumers is likely to expand. (3). Federal. Reserye System actions
to increase or decrease the money supply, which includes cash and currency plus
dernand deposits at banks. The Federal Reserve System is a najor cog on the sup-
ply side, Their target is a slow but steady recovery, attempting to foster solid
growth while controlling inflation. If the federal Reserve overreacts and keeps the

money supply too tight in relation to heavy borrouing denands by the treasury,
interest rates for consumers and business will increase in order to ration and

allocate available funds. On the other hand, allowing the money supply to grow

faster than real production will hold rates down in the short. run but increase
inflation in the long run, causing savers to denand higher interest rates as a

protectio:r against expected inflation.a
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